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We study energy transport in XXZ spin chains driven to nonequilibrium configurations by ther-
mal reservoirs of different temperatures at the boundaries. We discuss the transition between dif-
fusive and subdiffusive transport regimes in sectors of zero and finite magnetization at high tem-
perature. At large anisotropies we find that diffusive energy transport prevails over a large range
of disorder strengths, which is in contrast to spin transport that is subdiffusive in the same regime
for weak disorder strengths. However, when finite magnetization is induced, both energy and spin
currents decay as a function of system size with the same exponent. Based on this, we conclude that
diffusion of energy is much more pervasive than that of magnetization in these disordered spin-1/2
systems, and occurs across a significant range of the interaction-disorder parameter phase-space; we
suggest this is due to conservation laws present in the clean XXZ limit.
PACS numbers:
Introduction: What determines transport of conserved
quantities in generic one-dimensional disordered sys-
tems? In contrast to classical systems, where diffusion is
prevalent, there is no universal answer to this question for
quantum systems [1] where nonstandard hydrodynamical
behaviours emerge frequently [2, 3]. In the present pa-
per, we address this by focussing on a well-known model
of interacting spins (so-called disordered XXZ model)
where the effect of weak disorder has been shown to re-
sult in a slow propagation of excitations [4–9]. Moreover,
for larger values of disorder, all forms of transport in this
model vanish, and the system transits into a many-body
localized phase, where ergodicity is lost in favour of a
robust integrable phase [10–16].
The slow dynamics can occur in both spin [4–7, 9] as
well as energy [8, 17–19] transport (the only two con-
served quantities of the model). Although the transport
of different quantities has been suggested before to be dif-
ferent [8, 19], this has not been unambiguously demon-
strated. In order to settle this question, we employ a
novel technique of coupling spin baths at the ends of
an archetypal interacting-disordered system to drive en-
ergy or spin currents or both; with this approach we are
able to access large system sizes L ≈ O(102) and thereby
clearly unveil the pivotal role of interactions in establish-
ing the asymmetry between energy and spin transport in
the system.
Anomalous transport (either faster or slower than dif-
fusive) in quantum mechanical Hamiltonian systems has
been associated with various other properties: eigenfunc-
tion and spectral fractality [20–22], presence of conserva-
tion laws or their approximate emergence due to frustrat-
ing dynamical constraints [23–25], and has been ascribed
to the presence of rare regions [15] in disordered systems.
In the clean XXZ spin-1/2 chain, which has an infinite
set of conserved operators, the energy current operator
is a conserved quantity whereas the spin current oper-
ator is not [23]. This implies that the energy current
does not decay, with its current-current correlation func-
tion persisting to a plateau in the long time limit, giving
rise to a Drude peak characteristic of ballistic transport
[23, 26–34].
The situation for spin conduction in the clean XXZ
is altogether different: while it is not a conserved quan-
tity, Mazur’s inequalities [23, 35] together with the con-
served quantities in the model may be invoked to show
that high-temperature transport is indeed ballistic for
anisotropy ∆ < 1 [24, 25]. On the other hand, evidence
of superdiffusive transport for ∆ = 1 and of diffusion
for ∆ > 1 has been obtained from numerical simulations
[4, 36–43]. In the nonzero magnetization sector however
spin transport is always ballistic due to finite overlap of
the spin currents with conserved quantities.
In the present work we find that these clean system
properties strongly influence the energy and spin trans-
port dynamics upon the introduction of disorder. In
particular, our results demonstrate that if energy and
spin are transported differently (or similarly) in the clean
limit, then this relationship is retained in the disordered
chain, and must therefore be considered as a true, physi-
cal characteristic of the system’s dynamics. Surprisingly
this holds even for disorder strengths h/J = O(1), with
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FIG. 1: (a) Scheme of a disordered XXZ spin-1/2 chain
driven out of equilibrium by unequal boundary reservoirs,
which impose a temperature and/or chemical potential im-
balance by inducing different two-site thermal states at each
edge. (b) Energy transport dynamical phase diagram, in-
dicated by the current scaling exponent γ as a function of
interaction ∆ and disorder h. The solid black line defines the
boundary between diffusive (to the left) and subdiffusive (to
the right) conduction in the zero magnetization sector, and
the dotted horizontal lines correspond to the error bars of the
boundary. The underlying colours are Gaussian extrapolation
of data, with brighter colours (γ > 1, orange) indicating subd-
iffusive transport and darker colours (γ = 1, green) indicating
normal transport. The gray dashed line is the corresponding
diffusive-subdiffusive crossover for spin transport in the same
sector (see Ref. [4]).
J setting the energy scale of the Hamiltonian, where we
would expect clean system physics to be washed out by
the disorder, together with any fingerprints of its inte-
grability.
Model and Method: Here we describe the nonequilib-
rium setup used to study the energy transport across
a disordered quantum system, depicted in Fig. 1(a). We
consider a 1D spin-1/2 lattice modeled by aXXZ Hamil-
tonian with a disordered magnetic field along the z− axis
H =
L−1∑
i=1
[
τ
(
sxi s
x
i+1 + s
y
i s
y
i+1 +∆s
z
i s
z
i+1
)
+
hi
2
szi +
hi+1
2
szi+1
]
=
L−1∑
i=1
εi,i+1.
(1)
Here L is the number of sites in the chain, sαi =
1
2σ
α
i
(α = x, y, z) are spin-1/2 operators for site i (and σαi the
Pauli matrices, taking ~ = 1 throughout the manuscript),
τ is the exchange interaction between nearest neighbors,
∆ is the anisotropy along z direction, hi ∈ [−h, h] is
the uniformly-random magnetic field at site i, and h is
the strength of the disorder. In the following we set the
energy scale by taking τ = 1.
To induce a temperature and/or chemical potential im-
balance across the lattice, we assume that both its left
(k = L) and right (k = R) boundaries are coupled to
a reservoir characterized by an inverse temperature βk
and a chemical potential µk, as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The dynamics of its density matrix ρ is governed by the
Lindblad master equation
Lρ = dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] + LL(ρ) + LR(ρ). (2)
L is the total propagator of the system; the commutator
corresponds to the coherent dynamics, and the terms Lk
represent the incoherent action of the reservoirs on the
chain. Reservoir k = L(R) is directly coupled to the
two left-most (right-most) spins of the chain, in such a
way that if they were separated from the rest, a two-site
NESS ρL(ρR), corresponding to a reduced Gibbs state at
an inverse temperature βk, would be induced on them.
These target states ρk are defined in the Supplemental
Material [44].
To characterize the nature of the spin and energy
transport we discuss the spin and energy profiles, and
the steady state local current values. These corre-
spond to the expectation values of the local magnetiza-
tion 〈szi 〉 and energy density 〈εi,i+1〉 for all values of i,
and of the local current operators obtained from con-
tinuity equations [23]. The magnetization current is
jSi = (s
x
i s
y
i+1 − syi sxi+1), and the energy current is jEi =
[(syi−1s
z
i s
x
i+1−sxi−1szi syi+1)+∆(szi−1sxi syi+1−syi−1sxi szi+1)+
∆(sxi−1s
y
i s
z
i+1 − szi−1syi sxi+1) + (hi/2)(jSi + jSi+1)].
These observables are determined for several dis-
order realizations, over which the average is per-
formed. The NESS for each realization, defined as
ρ∞ = limt→∞ exp(Lt)ρ(0), is obtained with the time-
dependent density matrix renormalization group (t-
DMRG) algorithm [45–50]. In the NESS both currents
are homogeneous, so their disorder-averaged values are
simply denoted by jα (α = S,E). Details on the sim-
ulations and obtaining the NESS are contained in the
Supplemental Material [44].
The diffusion equation for transported quantity Aα,
with AS = 〈szi 〉 and AE = 〈εi,i+1〉, is given by jα =
−Dα∇Aα = −Dα∆Aα/L, with Dα being the corre-
sponding diffusion constant, ∇Aα the gradient of Aα
across the chain, and ∆Aα the difference between its
boundary values. The general NESS current scaling gives
jα ∼ 1
Lγ
. Here γ = 1 corresponds to normal diffusive
transport i.e. Fick’s law. When Fick’s law breaks down,
there is no longer diffusion in the system and the trans-
port may be slower (subdiffusive, γ > 1) or quicker (su-
perdiffusive, γ < 1). The scaling of the NESS current
will be our primary diagonostic for inferring dynamics in
3FIG. 2: NESS transport properties at zero magnetization for
∆ = 1 and various disorder strengths h. (a) Spatial energy
profiles across the spin chain for different system sizes, h =
0.60 and ∆ = 1, with scaled axis x = (k − 1)/(L − 2) for
k = 1, . . . , L − 1. Inset: Magnetization profiles for L = 32
and different disorder strenghts, with scaled axis x = (k −
1)/(L− 1) for lattice sites k = 1, . . . , L. (b) Scaling of energy
current for ∆ = 1.0; the disorder strength h increases from
top to bottom. The symbols correspond to the results of the
simulations, and the lines are fits to the scaling jE ∼ L−γ .
Inset: Scaling exponents γ as a function of h for different
anisotropies ∆.
this driven many-body system. We first study the case
of zero magnetization, for which the main result corre-
sponding to the diffusive-subdiffusive energy transport
phase diagram is indicated in Fig. 1(b). Then we discuss
the scenario of nonzero magnetization.
Transport at zero magnetization: We first consider the
NESS transport properties of the spin chain when the
boundary driving imposes a finite energy current and a
negligible spin current (see Ref. [44] for details). This
corresponds to an energy gradient across the lattice and
almost zero total magnetization with no bias between the
boundaries, as shown in the main panel and the inset of
Fig. 2(a) respectively.
In the main panel of Fig. 2(b) we show the scaling of
NESS current for ∆ = 1 and a range of disorder ampli-
FIG. 3: NESS transport at zero magnetization, showing
differences in energy and spin transport in the strongly-
interacting case ∆ = 1.5 and h = 0.6 showing diffusive
and subdiffusive transport respectively. This is in qualita-
tive agreement with the conclusions of Ref. [8] that spin and
energy transport can be different in this model.
tudes; we see that diffusion persists up to a finite dis-
order strength, much like in the case of spin transport
[4]. Then at some critical field hc ≈ 0.6 subdiffusion sets
in; this value is roughly similar for the spin transport at
∆ = 1. For larger anisotropy ∆ > 1 (i.e. the strongly
interacting regime, current scalings in Ref. [44]) we also
find a diffusion-subdiffusion transition at a finite disorder
strength, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b). However,
this is entirely different to the case of spin transport,
which becomes subdiffusive for much weaker (perhaps
infinitesimal) disorder strengths in this regime of large
anisotropy [4] . This effect is seen more conspicuously
in Fig. 3 for zero magnetization: for the same large
anisotropy ∆ > 1, energy diffusion is clearly discernable
whereas spin transport is strongly subdiffusive.
Based on these NESS current exponents γ extracted
for a range of disorder and interaction strengths (see
also additional data in Supplemental Information [44]),
we display a summary in the colour map in Fig. 1 on
a two-dimensional landscape of h vs. ∆. The black
line indicates the boundary between diffusive and sub-
diffusive transports for energy. We already see a strik-
ing dissimilarity from that for spin transport: the phase
boundary in the latter also linearly increases from the
origin of this plot but then buckles back towards the
anisotropy-line around ∆ ≈ 1. Thus, spin transport for
strongly anisotropic systems immediately becomes subd-
iffusive upon introducing disorder, while for energy trans-
port the diffusive-subdiffusive boundary increases all the
way at least up to a strong anisotropy of ∆ = 4 [44].
Consequently we can conclude that a large swathe of this
landscape remains diffusive for energy transport in con-
trast to spin conduction.
Transport at finite magnetization: In the zero magne-
tization sector spin and energy conduction were seen in
4FIG. 4: NESS transport at finite magnetization. (a) Scaling
of energy and spin currents for transport with ∆ = 1 and
two different disorder strengths, indicating diffusive (h = 0.5)
and subdiffusive (h = 0.9) transport. (b) Scaling of energy
and spin currents for transport with ∆ = 1.75 and h = 0.6,
indicating diffusive transport. Inset: Magnetization profiles
for different system sizes, with rescaled axis x.
Fig. 1(b) to be different in nature for strong anisotropy
∆; this is true also in the absence of disorder. However,
in a clean system and in any finite magnetization sector,
both spin and energy transports are ballistic for all values
of ∆, as known from conservation-law arguments [23] and
numerical calculations [28, 34, 51]. Whether both quan-
tities show the same transport behavior in the presence
of disorder is a natural question which we discuss in the
following.
For this scenario we impose a driving on the spin chain
that induces a finite magnetization on every site, in ad-
dition to the temperature imbalance between the bound-
aries (see Ref. [44] for details). This leads to a sizable spin
current coexisting with the energy current, as shown in
the main panels of Fig. 4, and a corresponding magneti-
zation gradient across the lattice, as depicted in the inset
of Fig. 4(b). The results of current scaling obtained for
∆ = 1 in the presence of disorder are shown in Fig. 4(a).
As in the zero magnetization sector at the isotropic point,
both spin and energy currents scale similarly as a func-
tion of disorder strength (h = 0.5 and h = 0.9 are dis-
played), signalling equal transport dynamics (diffusion or
subdiffusion for the two h values respectively) for energy
and spin.
For larger anisotropies a similar conclusion holds,
which is significantly different from the case of zero mag-
netization. Results for this strongly-interacting regime
are shown in Fig. 4(b), where for h = 0.6 we have diffu-
sive spin and energy transport, in stark contrast to the
zero magnetization sector results of Fig. 3. We note that
for stronger disorder both spin and energy transport be-
come simultaneously subdiffusive. The determination of
the critical value at which this happens is left for a fu-
ture study, but preliminary simulations indicate that for
h = 1 we have γ > 1, indicating subdiffusion.
The overarching conclusion of our work is therefore
that the presence of conservation laws in the clean XXZ
limit seem to determine the dynamics of energy and spin
in the weakly disordered limit. Weak disorder slows the
transport by a “single step” from the clean limit: while
the clean XXZ always shows ballistic energy transport
as a function of anisotropy, the spin transport varies
substantially with anisotropy depending on the magne-
tization, thereby leading to differing dynamics of energy
and spin even in the disordered regime as a function of
anisotropy.
Experimental realization: Finally we comment on a
very promising architecture for observing the discussed
phenomena in the laboratory. In recent years a highly-
controllable and optimally-measurable cold-atom scheme
for experimentally studying nonequilibrium phenomena
has been developed [52], in which two unequal reser-
voirs of atoms are connected through a low-dimensional
channel. With this setup particle currents induced by
a chemical potential bias have been experimentally ana-
lyzed [53–55], even in the presence of disorder generated
by a speckle pattern projected onto the channel [56]. It
has also been exploited to induce energy and thermo-
electric transport by a temperature difference across the
reservoirs [57]. More recently, by projecting optical bar-
riers on top of the channel, a mesoscopic one-dimensional
lattice was engineered, whose conduction properties were
characterized in the presence of particle-particle interac-
tions [58]. By combining and extending these experimen-
tal techniques, it would be possible to induce particle and
energy transport through disordered interacting lattices
of tens of sites, enabling the predictions presented in our
work to be verified.
Conclusions: We have studied the nonequilibrium
steady states of boundary driven interacting and disor-
dered spin-1/2 chains. The drives were set up such that
the boundary spins thermalized to density matrices given
by different temperatures at each end, thereby setting up
a temperature gradient, and an associated energy cur-
rent. In the zero magnetization sector (and far from any
localization physics) we found a regime of diffusive energy
5transport separated from a subdiffusive energy transport
regime at finite values of disorder strength. Moreover,
for strong interactions there is a phase where energy is
diffusive but the spin is subdiffusive. However, at finite
magnetization their NESS exponents (and corresponding
dynamics) are found to be the same, whether at strong or
weak anisotropies. Based on these we conclude that the
conservation laws in the clean limit lead to the differing
steady state exponents of energy and spin in the weakly
disordered problem.
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SIMULATION OF TWO-SITE DRIVING SCHEME
In the following we describe how the two-site driving
protocol for inducing a nonequilibrium NESS in a disor-
dered lattice is implemented, and present details of its
numerical simulation.
Defining target states for energy and spin driving
To study spin and energy transport across disordered
spin lattices, we simulate the nonequilibrium configura-
tion depicted in Fig. 1(a). Here the two left-most (L)
and right-most (R) sites are coupled to reservoirs of dif-
ferent temperature and chemical potential. Let βk and
µk be the target inverse temperature and chemical po-
tential characterizing the target state ρk that reservoir
k tries to impose at the k boundary (k = L,R). The
corresponding grand-canonical state for m > 2 sites is
ρ
(m)
k = exp
(
βk
(
−H(m)k + µkM (m)
))
/Z
(m)
k ,
Z
(m)
k = Tr
[
exp
(
βk
(
−H(m)k + µkM (m)
))]
,
(S1)
where H
(m)
k is the Hamiltonian for the m sites at bound-
ary k,M (m) =
∑m
i=1 s
z
i is the magnetization operator for
them sites, and Z
(m)
k is the corresponding partition func-
tion. The two-site target state ρk results from tracing out
the m− 2 most internal sites from ρ(m)k . Once the target
states are defined for both left and right boundaries for
a particular value of m (we take m = 4), the Lindblad
dissipators Lk are built so that Lk(ρk) = 0, with the
coupling strength between the chain and the reservoirs
being Γ = 1. Full details of how this is done are given
in several references [34, 47, 59, 60], which we summa-
rize below. We emphasize that even though a microscopic
derivation of master equation (2) with the described two-
site driving might be quite challenging [61], the transport
properties we obtain in the bulk are independent of the
details of such driving for the system sizes we take in our
calculations [4].
Several nonequilibrium configurations can be induced
by choosing different values of βk and µk. In our work
we are interested in two cases. Firstly we consider energy
transport for zero total magnetization, where βL < βR
and µL = µR = 0. In particular, our simulations were
performed with βL = 4× 10−3 and βR = 4× 10−2. This
leads to a NESS in which an energy flow is established
from left to right, with negligible net magnetization flow
across the lattice. Secondly we discuss the case of a tem-
perature imbalance beyond half filling, where βL < βR
and βLµL = βRµR > 0. Specifically, for our simulations
we took the same temperature imbalance and βkµk = 1.
Here a significant spin current emerges in addition to the
energy flow, which features a different nature to the spin
transport at zero magnetization and no temperature im-
balance [4], as discussed in the main text.
Building the driving superoperator
Now we briefly describe how to create a two-site bath
superoperator L inducing a target state ρ as the NESS
of a pair of isolated sites, such that
L(ρ) = 0. (S2)
We need to define L so that ρ is its only eigenvector with
zero eigenvalue, and that all the other eigenvalues are
equal to −1. This leads to the fastest possible conver-
gence to ρ [47]. For this, we first diagonalize the target
state, ρ = V †dV , and obtain the “diagonal” superoper-
ator Ldiag for which the diagonal matrix d is the only
zero-eigenvalue eigenstate,
Ldiag(d) = 0. (S3)
The matrix elements of the “diagonal” superoperator are
determined depending on the particular definition of the
two-site operator-space basis Ωn (n = 0, . . . , 15). For
example, for Ωn = (σn1⊗σn2)/4, with σnα (α = 1, 2) the
Pauli matrices plus the identity (nα = 0, . . . , 3), the exact
form of Ldiag is given in Refs. [34, 47] for two different
orders of the Pauli basis.
Once Ldiag is built, the total superoperator L is ob-
tained through a rotation in operator space,
L = R†LdiagR. (S4)
The elements of the rotation matrix R are given by
Ri,j =
1
4
tr(V †ΩiV Ωj), (S5)
thus being defined through V .
Details on numerical simulation method
To obtain the NESS of the system for each set of pa-
rameters, we consider M realizations of the disordered
magnetic field. For each realization r we simulate the
long-time evolution of the density matrix of the lattice,
given by ρ
(r)
∞ = limt→∞ exp(L(r)t)ρ(0), with ρ(0) the ini-
tial state. A unique NESS ρ
(r)
∞ is obtained after evolving
8FIG. S5: Transport at zero magnetization, showing scaling of energy current in NESS for various anisotropies ∆ and disorder
strengths h. As in Fig. 2(b) of the main text, the disorder strength h increases from top to bottom in each plot. We find that
stronger disorders are required for the onset of subdiffusion as we enter the Ising regime.
for a long-enough time from any ρ(0), guaranteed due to
the ergodicity of the bulk coherent dynamics [47]. We
take ρ(0) as a product state with homogeneous magneti-
zation 〈szi 〉 = βkµk/4, which is the value imposed by the
driving on two isolated sites.
The time-evolution simulation is performed using the
t-DMRG technique, which allows us to analyze spin
chains of hundreds of lattice sites. The algorithm, im-
plemented with the open-source Tensor Network The-
ory (TNT) library [49, 50], is based on a Suzuki-Trotter
decomposition [62] of the Lindblad evolution operator.
Here at any time t the density matrix of the system ρ(r)(t)
is described by a matrix product operator (MPO) with
matrix dimension of up to χ = 150, and its time evolution
is calculated by a sequence of two-site gates correspond-
ing to applications of local evolution operators [9]. This
process is performed until the currents become homoge-
neous across the lattice, which indicates that the NESS
has been reached.
After the NESS is obtained for M realizations (taking
up to M = 200 for small system sizes), the expecta-
tion values of interest are averaged over all of them, get-
ting maximal statistical uncertainty of σ(jE)/
√
M ≈ 2%
for the zero-magnetization sector and of ≈ 3 − 4% for
the harder-to-simulate nonzero magnetization transport,
with σ(jE) the standard deviation of the NESS energy
current when averaged over all the disorder realizations
and across the lattice.
ADDITIONAL CURRENT SCALING
In Fig. 2(b) of the main text, we showed that from the
current scalings for different anisotropies ∆ we may claim
that (i) there is a transition from diffusive to subdiffusive
transport of energy as a function of disorder strength; (ii)
this critical disorder strength is far from the localization
transition. Similar conclusions also hold for other weaker
and stronger anisotropies as shown in Fig. S5. However
we note that as we increase the Ising anisotropy, the dif-
fusive regime also increases i.e. a larger portion of the
Hamiltonian-paramater space is diffusive before the on-
set of subdiffusion. Thus we have a regime where spin
is transported subdiffusively whereas the energy is trans-
ported diffusively; a particular instance is shown in Fig.
3 where this phenomenon is seen more clearly.
9FIG. S6: Rescaled energy profiles averaged over disorder for
L = 64 and parameters leading to different type of energy
transport (symbols), and fits using a spatially varying diffu-
sion constant D(x) ∝ [x(1−x)]1−γ for bulk transport (dotted
lines); 20-30% of either ends of the chain has been removed.
(a) Naive NESS current scaling would give superdiffusive be-
haviour from finite-L, which from the profile nicely shows dif-
fusion instead. (b) Here at large anisotropy and disorder the
bulk still shows nice subdiffusive scaling despite 50% of the
edges being removed.
Collecting all data from Fig. 2 and Fig. S5 results in
the dynamical phase diagram Fig. 1(b).
ENERGY PROFILES AND BULK TRANSPORT
A point to note from Fig. 2 and Fig. S5 is that for
very weak disorder fields h = 0.25, the thermodynamic
limit is reached only very slowly and fitting a straight
line is problematic. Nevertheless we have drawn a 1/L
diffusive fit that looks like it will asymptotically be par-
allel to the data. To better characterize the transport in
this and similar cases, we fitted energy profiles to gener-
alized diffusion equations with spatially dependent diffu-
sion constants [4], as shown in Fig. S6, where the slowest
asymptoting (most nondiffusive i.e. naively superdiffu-
sive fit) case of h = 0.25, ∆ = 1.5 clearly shows diffusive
scaling in the bulk (Fig. S6(a)). A γ < 1 fit to the
energy profile cannot be reasonably made, thereby dis-
counting superdiffusive transport for bulk physics. For
h = 0.95, ∆ = 4 (Fig. S6(b)) where the data already
converged (Fig. S5) to subdiffusive transport, the energy
profile provides a quantitatively consistent result (albeit
a slightly different numerical value for the exponent).
